COLLEGE OF LAW
Independent Study

Year:      Professor ____________________________
____ Spring
____ Fall     Credits:   1  2  3 (circle one)
____ Summer

Student Name:  ____________________________________  CWID:  ___________________

Course Options:  Choose One

Legal Research (Graded)
___ LAW L898  ___________________________________________________          Writing Requirement: Y or N
          (Title of Paper)

Independent Study (Pass/Fail)
___ LAW L899  __________________________________________________
          (Title of Project)

International Programs Legal Research (Graded)
___ LAW G898  _________________________________________________         Writing Requirement: Y or N
          (Title of Paper)

International Programs Independent Study (Pass/Fail)
___ LAW G899  _________________________________________________
          (Title of Project)

Academic Journals (Pass/Fail)
___ LAW L891  Law Review Board/Member
___ LAW L893  Journal of Public Interest Law Board
___ LAW L901  Maritime Journal Board

Academic Groups – Moot Court & Trial Advocacy Board Credit (Pass/Fail)
___ LAW L899  ________________________________________________
          (Name of Group)

Academic Competitions or Teams (Pass/Fail)
___ LAW L899  ________________________________________________
          (Name of Competition or Team)

OFFICE USE

CALL# ____________
Group 1:

| LAW L814 | LAW L815 |
| LAW L846 | LAW L847 |
| LAW L891 | LAW G898 |
| LAW L892 | LAW L901 |
| LAW L893 |            |

Group 2:

| LAW L898 | LAW L899 |
| LAW G898 | LAW G899 |
| LAW L900 |            |